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Formalizing and Analyzing Security Ceremonies
with Heterogeneous Devices in ANP and PDL

Antonio González-Burguẽno and Peter Csaba Ölveczky

University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway

Abstract. Security ceremonies extend cryptographic protocols with mod-
els of human users to allow us to take human behaviors into account when
reasoning about security. Actor-network procedures (ANPs) are a well-
known formal model of security ceremonies, and procedure derivation
logic (PDL) allows us to reason logically about ANPs. In a security cere-
mony, different nodes may have different capabilities: computers can en-
crypt and decrypt messages, whereas humans cannot; a biometric device
can capture biometric information, whereas a random number generator
used in e-banking cannot; and so on. Furthermore, even if a node has the
decryption capability, it must also know the encryption key to decrypt
a message. ANPs do not support explicitly specifying node capabilities.
In this paper, we extend ANPs to deal with heterogeneous devices by
explicitly specifying the nodes’ capabilities. We also modify PDL to take
into account the knowledge of participants at different points in time. All
this allows us to reason about secrecy and authentication in ceremonies
with different kinds of devices and human users.

1 Introduction

Most security breaches nowadays occur not by breaking cryptographic protocols
or because of buffer overflow, but through various forms of “social engineering
attacks,” such as phishing emails, malicious apps and web sites, browser sta-
tus/address bar spoofing attacks [6], and so on. Furthermore, web applications
typically interact with human users. To reason about security, we must therefore
include humans as key parts of the security process, which requires defining new
models of such processes. For example, in standard crypto-protocol formalisms,
the behavior of each actor is typically given as a (deterministic) sequence of
actions, whereas humans may exhibit nondeterministic behaviors (does the user
click on the link? does she perform an action in the wrong way?).

Security ceremonies [8] extend cryptographic protocols with models of human
users. Actor-network procedures (ANPs), introduced by Meadows and Pavlovic,
are one of the more popular ways of formalizing security ceremonies (see, e.g., [1,
5, 11, 12, 14, 15]), and procedure derivation logic (PDL) [11, 15] allows us to reason
logically about ANPs. ANPs define the possible behaviors as partial orders over
events, and PDL formulas allow nodes to assert the order of events in a protocol
run. ANP and PDL have been used to formalize and reason about a wide range of
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systems, including physical access to secure areas of airports and office buildings,
multi-factor multi-channel authentication, and key agreement procedures.

A security ceremony typically includes different kinds of nodes, such as com-
puters, different kinds of humans (expert users, novices, intruders, etc.), and
authentication devices like smart cards, random number generators, biometric
devices, and so on. Different actors may have very different capabilities: a com-
puter can encrypt and decrypt messages whereas humans cannot; a biometric
device can capture biometric information, whereas a random number generator
used in e-banking cannot; and so on.

The ANP formalism is fairly abstract, and does not support specifying that
different nodes have different capabilities. In this paper, we therefore define
ANPs with capabilities (ANP-Cs), which extend ANPs with an explicit spec-
ification of the capabilities of the different nodes. ANP-Cs also add the following
events to APNs’ send and receive events: (a) learning events for obtaining infor-
mation (messages, keys, etc.) from previously received messages, and (b) events
creating new terms from existing knowledge and the node’s capabilities. Learning
events are needed to express secrecy: did the intruder learn m from overhearing
some (encrypted) message m′?

PDL is a logic for reasoning about the temporal order of events, and does not
allow us to reason about the knowledge of the nodes at certain times. However,
a node that has the capability to decrypt an encrypted message can only do
so if it currently knows the decryption key for the message. To reason more
accurately about security ceremonies, we should keep track of the knowledge
of each node throughout the run of the ceremony. We therefore modify PDL to
allow reasoning about ANP-Cs. Our new logic PDL-CK allows us to reason about
the dynamically evolving knowledge of the participants, and can be used, for
example, to reason logically about under what circumstances (i.e., what are the
necessary capabilities of the different actors and what must they know initially?)
a certain action, such a node decrypting a message, can take place.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives some back-
ground on ANP and PDL. Section 3 shows how different capabilities can be
axiomatized as operations in an equational algebraic theory, introduces the new
events for learning and creating, and defines ANP-Cs as ANPs with an explicit
mapping from devices to capabilities. Section 4 introduces PDL-CK. Finally,
Section 5 discusses related work, and Section 6 gives some concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries

Meadows and Pavlovic have developed actor-network procedures (ANPs) [13, 15]
to formally specify security ceremonies. This is a quite abstract model, where the
possible local behaviors of a group (“configuration”) of nodes is specified as a
partial order of localized events. A localized event is either send(t)P or receive(t)P ,
where t is a term of a user-defined algebraic theory (Σ,E) of operations (con-
sisting of an algebraic signature Σ declaring sorts and operations/functions, and
a set E of equations axiomatizing those operations), and P is a node or group
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of collaborating nodes.1 The set of possible runs in an entire system are then
given as the partial order of localized events that “combine” the different local
partial orders in a send/receive-consistent way.

Procedure derivation logic (PDL) [13, 15] is a logic for localized reasoning
about the temporal order of events in an ANPs; for example, “node p knows
that if it has received the message t, then some node X previously sent t.”

Although ANP and PDL have been used on a number of applications [12, 13,
15, 17], there is currently no tool support for ANP and PDL.

Actor-Network Procedures. The “static” structure of an ANP is defined as
an actor-network. A configuration is a set of nodes and/or (sub)configurations
where all participants need each other to achieve a common goal. A smart card
and a card reader may be seen as a configuration: both are needed to validate
someone’s identity. An actor-network is a network of such (possibly hierarchical)
configurations, principals that control the configurations, and channels between
configurations, where each channel has a type, and is defined as follows in [15]:

Definition 1 ([15]). An actor-network consists of: a set J (of principals); a
set N (of nodes); a set P of configurations, where a configuration can be a finite
set of nodes, or a finite set of configurations; a set C (of channels); a set Θ (of
channel types); a partial map c© : P → J (denoting the principal controlling a
configuration); functions δ, % : C → P denoting the source and destination of a
channel; and a function ϑ : C → Θ (assigning to each channel its type).

An algebraic theory (Σ,E) defines the operations, such as encryption, de-
cryption, creating a nonce, etc. An event or action has the form a(t), where a
is an event identifier (such as send or receive) and the term t is its parameter.

An actor-network procedure extends an actor-network by adding a process,
which defines the local behaviors of each configuration as a partially ordered
multiset of localized events:

Definition 2 ([15]). A process F is a partially ordered multiset of localized
events, F = 〈FE,FP〉 : F→ E× P, where

– (F,→) is a well-founded partial order, representing the structure time,
– E is a family of events, and
– (P,⊆) is the partial order of configurations

such that if φ→ ϕ in F then FPφ ⊆ FPϕ or FPϕ ⊆ FPφ.

Although a process is defined as a partially ordered multiset of localized events,
for simplicity, Meadows and Pavlovic assume that each event takes place at
most once. We therefore write e1P → e2Q to denote that there are (time points)
φ and ϕ in F with φ → ϕ such that F(φ) = (e1, P ) and F(ϕ) = (e2, Q).
Informally, this means that e1 takes place in configuration P before e2 takes

1 send(t)P and receive(t)P are written 〈·t·〉P and (·t·)P , resp., in [13, 15].
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place in configuration Q. The last requirement in Definition 2 implies that a
process just orders events inside the configuration P (or Q, if P ⊆ Q), and
hence only define the local behaviors.

A run of a process ρ assigns to each receive event receive(t)Q a unique flow

send(t)P
τ−→ receive(t)Q. A run can be seen as a partially ordered (multi)set

of localized events that extends the partial order → in ρ by adding these flows
send(t)P → receive(t)Q. That is, a run extends the internal synchronization in a
configuration to the whole network. A network procedure is then defined in [15]
as a pair (ρ,S) where ρ is a process and S is a set of runs of ρ (denoting the
“secure” runs).

Procedure Derivation Logic. Procedure derivation logic (PDL) [13] is a logic
for reasoning about security properties in actor-network procedures. The rea-
soning of protocol participants is concerned mostly with the order of events in
a protocol run. A PDL statement has the form A : Φ, where A ∈ J is a partici-
pant, and Φ is a predicate asserted by A. The predicate Φ is formed by applying
the usual quantifiers and logical connectives (we write =⇒ for implication) to
the atomic predicates, which can be: eP , meaning “the (localized) event eP hap-
pened,” or eP → e′Q, meaning “the event eP happened before the event e′Q.”
In PDL, the valid statements are derived from the few “generic” PDL axioms,
the protocol specification, and protocol-specific assumptions.

One of the generic PDL axioms says that any message that is received must
have been sent. That is, if the principal c©P controlling P knows receive(t)P ,
this principal also knows that there was a corresponding send event send(t) by
some configuration X:

c©P : receive(t)P =⇒ ∃X. send(t)X → receive(t)P

Other PDL axioms axiomatize freshly generated random numbers and con-
tinuous flows. In addition, the user can axiomatize her own assumptions about
her system. The paper [15] shows many examples of the use of PDL.

3 ANPs with Explicit Device Capabilities

Different devices taking part in a security ceremony can have different capa-
bilities. For example, a security ceremony could include smart cards, biometric
devices such as fingerprint readers or iris scanners, a fob device used in online
banking to generate one-time passwords, different kids of human users (super-
user, standard user, amateur user), computers, and so on.

A security ceremony including many such devices could involve a smart card
(or passport) which stores some biometric data of a user. When the user swipes
the smart card/passport, the smart card reader sends the biometric data to a
central computer, and a biometric device such as a face recognition system takes
a photo of the human user and sends a hash of that information to a central
computer. If the biometric data on the smart card and the one taken by the
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biometric device match, and everything else is OK according to the computer,
the user is allowed to enter a certain area/country.

These devices have different capabilities: a fingerprint reader can generate
a number by reading your fingerprint, whereas a human or computer cannot;
a computer can encrypt and decrypt messages, and a human cannot; only the
e-banking one-time password generator can generate one-time passwords; etc.

In this section we extend ANPs to explicitly define and include the capa-
bilities of the different actors in a security ceremony. The two main reasons for
making the capabilities explicit are:

– Specification: making explicit the capabilities of nodes in a ceremony.
– Most importantly, knowing the capabilities of the nodes is necessary to rea-

son about the (dynamically evolving) knowledge of the participants (e.g., a
node that cannot decrypt messages cannot know/obtain the plaintext from
an encrypted message), as well as reasoning under what circumstances cer-
tain runs are possible.

In this section we first show how the different capabilities of different devices
can be given as functions in an algebraic theory (Σ,E). We then define an
actor-network procedure with explicit capabilities (ANP-C) as an actor-network
procedure with an associated map from nodes to sets of operations/capabilities.
Finally, to make the reasoning about obtained knowledge in Section 4 simpler,
and in general to make the knowledge obtained or created explicit, ANP-Cs
add two new kinds of events to ANPs: create event use a node’s capability
and current knowledge to create new informations, and learning events models
explicitly obtaining knowledge from other pieces of knowledge. The learning
event makes it possible to reason about secrecy and authentication; for example,
secrecy means that an intruder cannot obtain certain information m from an
overheard encrypted message—it does not mean that the intruder does not know
m. Therefore, just relying on knowledge is not enough to reason about secrecy;
we need to make the learning from something explicit.

3.1 Specifying Device Capabilities

We show in this section how different capabilities that devices may have can be
given as functions in the algebraic theory (Σ,E) of ANP operations.

Smart Cards. A smart card is a small device that typically can:

– Send and receive information to/from a smart card reader.
– Store (and possibly update) data, such as, e.g., the identity and credentials

of a user, a PIN code, the remaining amount of money on the card, and the
smart card’s public key and private key.

– Encrypt and decrypt data using its private and public keys.

We can specify public-key encryption/decryption as the following algebraic
theory, written in the style of the Maude language [7], where the keyword op

introduces an operator/function, and eq introduces an equation:
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sorts Node Msg EncMsg PbKey PvKey Key . subsort PbKey PvKey < Key .

op pv : Node -> Key . op pb : Node -> Key .

op enc : Msg PvKey -> EncMsg . op dec : EncMsg PbKey -> Msg .

vars X : Msg . var Y : Node .

eq dec(enc(X,pb(Y)),pv(Y)) = X . eq dec(enc(X,pv(Y)),pb(Y)) = X .

where the sorts Msg, EncMsg, PbKey, PvKey, Key, and Node denote, respectively,
messages, encrypted messages, private keys, public keys, keys in general (includ-
ing both public and private keys), and node identities. pv(n) and pb(n) denote,
respectively, the private key of n and the public key of n. Finally, enc and dec
denote public-key encryption and decryption, respectively.

Biometric Devices. A biometric device is an authentication device that verifies
the identity of a person based on physiological or behavioral characteristics, such
as fingerprints, facial or iris images, and/or voice recognition. A biometric device
compares the pre-stored biometric information about the user2 with the biomet-
ric information captured by the sensor of the device during the authentication
process. In addition to authenticating a person, biometric keys are also used to
encrypt/decrypt sensitive information, for example in smart phones.

The following operations define the capability of turning an “image” (of a
person’s iris or fingerprint) into biometric data, as well as an operation for check-
ing whether the biometric data of two “images” refer to the same person:

sorts Image BioData .

ops fingerPrint irisScan ... : Image -> BioData .

op compare : BioData BioData -> Bool .

If biometric data are also used for, say, shared-key encryption, there is an
operation bioKey that generates a shared key from biometric data; we also ax-
iomatize shared-key cryptography with shared-key encryption and decryption
operations skEnc and skDec:

sorts SharedKey Key . subsort SharedKey < Key .

op bioKey : BioData -> SharedKey .

op skEnc : Msg SharedKey -> EncMsg . op skDec : EncMsg SharedKey -> Msg .

var SK : SharedKey . eq skDec(skEnc(X,SK),SK) = X .

One-Time PIN Generators. A one-time PIN generator is a device that generates
a sequence of “random” numbers used for example in online banking as well
as in online services like Google, Facebook, or Dropbox. These devices use a
formula that generates pseudo-random numbers based on a seed, e.g., a shared
key (such as the device serial number) and the moment in time in which the
transaction/operation is performed. Since the device (whose owner must push
a button or perform an action to activate the device and generate the random
value) and the entity at which the user wants to be authenticated both know

2 The biometric information of the user can be pre-stored at the device itself, e.g., a
phone with a biometric sensor, or in an external support such as a passport.
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the seed and the time, both can obtain the same number and hence (partially)
authenticate the user. Alternatively, the generated random is instead a function
of the seed and the previous random number (or a counter). Since we use an
untimed framework, we can only define the second option:

sort Seed . subsort Seed < Nat . op pin : Seed Nat -> Nat .

Our longer report [10] defines many more operations used in security ceremonies.

3.2 Actor-Network Procedures with Capabilities

We define an ANP with capabilities (ANP-C) to be a pair (A,C) where A is an
ANP and C assigns to each node n in A its capabilities:

Definition 3. An ANP with capabilities (ANP-C) is a pair (A,C) where:

– A = (J ,N ,P, C, Θ, δ, %, ϑ,F) is an ANP such that the different capabilities
of the devices and their algebraic properties are included in its underlying
algebraic theory (Σ,E), and

– C is a capability distribution C : N → ℘(Σ) assigning to each node n in A
its capabilities.

3.3 Learn and Create Events

As mentioned, to reason about secrecy (what did a bad guy learn by overhearing
a message M?), we need some way of saying that someone learnt a particular
piece if information from a certain message. Just reasoning about the knowledge
of the intruder is not sufficient, since the intruder may know the secret from
before, but could not learn it from the overheard message. We therefore introduce
a new type of event, called a learning event, which has the form

apply op to t toLearn t′,

where op is a function in our signature (op ∈ Σ) and t, t′ ∈ TΣ are two Σ-
terms. In this event, an actor which has the capability to perform the op-
eration op applies op to the term t (which could be the overheard message)
and learns t′. This event may take additional parameters u1, . . . , un; the actor
performing such a learning event should already know t and u1, . . . , un, and
op(t, u1, . . . , un) =E t′; that is op(t, u1, . . . , un) and t′ are equivalent terms in
the equational theory (Σ,E). For example, an intruder that has overheard (and
hence knows) a message skEnc(m, sk), knows the (shared) encryption key sk , and
has the capability to shared-key decrypt messages, can then perform the learn-
ing event apply skDec to skEnc(m, sk) toLearn m to learn m from skEnc(m, sk),
since skDec(skEnc(m, sk), sk) =E m.

The creation of a term t in ANP, used e.g., for creating fresh nonces, in [15]
does not take into account the capabilities of the node which creates a term.
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We therefore define a new kind of create event which makes explicit also the
capability used to create the event. Such a create even has the form

apply op to t1, . . . , tn,

where op ∈ Σ and t1, . . . , tn ∈ TΣ are terms of appropriate sorts. Introducing
such an event also facilitates the reasoning about how the knowledge of actors
evolves during a run. We therefore assume that nodes create terms before using
them; e.g., a node knowing both m and sk should perform the event/create the
term apply skEnc to m, sk before sending this encrypted message.

3.4 Example: Establishing Shared Keys using SSL/TSL

Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of an ANP-C for the SSL/TSL proce-
dure involving a user, her smartphone with a fingerprint reader, and a computer
belonging to, e.g., the bank, for establishing a secret shared key.

The different nodes are represented as filled circles at the far left of the figure.
Each time point φk is written k© and is decorated with the event FE(φk) that
takes place at the time point. The actor/configuration that performed the event
is the actor to the left of the time point.

A run has an internal synchronization inside the same node/configuration;
these are written with a standard arrow → between two time points. The ex-
ternal synchronization between two different configurations happens when one
configuration receives a message sent by another. We write i© m

=⇒ k© for such a
communication event, where m is the message transferred. We do not write that
the events taking place at φi and φj are send(m) and receive(m), respectively.

According to [13], a node may perform local operations. Specifically, if a node
applies a Boolean operation, then it can branch to different time points, depend-
ing on whether the result of the previous operation equals true or false. We use

the arrows
true
99K and

false
99K in this case. Finally, to save space, some expressions are

abbreviated, and given as equations s = t.
In the example, the user U can check whether a certificate from the bank

C looks OK; the smartphone P can read fingerprints and generate biometric
data from them, and can generate shared keys and do public-key cryptography;
the computer can compare two (biometric data associated to) two fingerprints
and decide whether they belong to the same person (finger?), and can generate
certificates for the user. The new capabilities added to (Σ,E) are therefore:

sort Cert . subsort Cert < Msg . op genCert : Bool Node -> Cert .

op visCheck : Cert -> Bool . op genSk : Bool Node Node -> SharedKey .

The ceremony has the following steps: The user U sends her fingerprint image to
the smartphone P (time points φ0 and φ1); P then uses the operation fingerprint
to create the biometric data fingerprint(image), which is abbreviated to bio
(φ2); P then applies the function enc to bio and the computer’s public key
Pk(C) (φ3), and then sends enc(bio,Pk(C)) at time point φ4. This message
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3

4

5

image

apply fingerPrint to image

apply enc to bio,Pb(C)

enc(bio,Pb(C))

apply dec to enc(bio,Pb(C)) toLearn bio6

7 apply compareBio to bio,storedBio

8 9

truefalse

10

13

15

1817

11

12

apply genCert to bio,C

apply enc to cert,Pv(C)

enc(cert,Pv(C))

apply dec to enc(cert,Pv(C)) toLearn cert

14

16

cert

apply check to cert
truefalse

valid_cert

19

20 apply genSk to valid_cert,cert,P,C

apply enc to sk,Pb(C)21

22

23

24 apply dec to enc(sk,Pb(C)) toLearn sk

C = {enc,dec,compareBio,genCert}
P = {fingerPrint, enc, dec, genSk}

U = {visCheck}

enc(sk,Pb(C))

bio  = fingerPrint(image)
cert = genCert(bio,C)

20 sk   = genSk(valid_cert,P,C)
9

2

Fig. 1. An ANP-C showing an SSL/TLS procedure involving a user (U), a smartphone
with a biometric device (P), and the bank’s computer (C).

is read by the computer C at time point φ5. C then applies the dec function
to learn bio (φ6). If this received biometric information bio equals the bank’s
stored biometric data storedBio (time point φ7), which the bank hopefully knows
before (see Section 4 for a discussion on defining initial knowledge), we continue
to time point φ9, where C applies genCert to generate C’s certificate, which is
encrypted at time point φ10 and sent to P at time point φ11. The smartphone P
receives this message (φ12), decrypts the message to learn the certificate (φ13),
and sends/shows the certificate to the user U (φ14). The user receives/sees this
certificate (φ15) and then checks the certificate visually (φ16). If the certificate
looks good, the user goes to time point φ18 where she “sends” an OK message to
the smartphone. The smartphone P gets this OK “message” (φ19), applies genSk
to generate a shared key between P and C (φ20), encrypt this message (φ21) and
sends this encrypted message to C (φ22). Finally, C receives this message at time
point φ23 and decrypts it at φ24 to learn the shared key.

4 PDL-CK: Reasoning about ANP-Cs and Knowledge

In this section we define a variation of the PDL logic, called PDL-CK, for rea-
soning about ANP-Cs.

PDL is typically used to reason about secure runs, that is, behaviors that
we know are possible. However, one of the main goals of making capabilities
explicit is exactly to reason about what runs are possible. For example, can
an intruder obtain a secret? More precisely, under what circumstances can the
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intruder obtain a secret? And under what circumstances is a security ceremony
with the desired event actually possible? For example, in the SSL-TSL example
above, under what circumstances is the shared key actually established?

Making capabilities explicit goes half ways towards answering these ques-
tions: to perform an action (like decrypting a message), a node needs both a
certain capability (such as decrypting messages) and certain knowledge (such
as knowing the decryption key). We therefore propose to reason about ANP-Cs
using a logic which takes into account both the capabilities and the (dynami-
cally evolving) knowledge of the participants of the ceremony. We call this logic
PDL-CK (“PDL with capabilities and knowledge”). With this logic we can rea-
son about under what circumstances something can happen or a property holds.
More precisely, which capabilities and what initial knowledge are needed for
a (good or bad) event to take place? That is, in addition to reasoning about
events and their temporal relationship as in PDL, PDL-CK allows us to reason
also about the knowledge of the actors when the different events take place.

Notation: assuming that each event only takes place once, we denote by Ke
the knowledge of the nodes at the end of the time point at which e takes place.

This section first introduces such global knowledge. Then we introduce the
logic PDL-CK and its axioms, before showing examples of reasoning in PDL-CK.

4.1 Knowledge Distributions and Knowledge Histories

Keys, messages, nonces, and so on, are usually modeled as ground terms in
the algebra (Σ,E), and are not identified with their actual numerical values.
Therefore, we can represent a node’s knowledge as a set of Σ-terms. A knowledge
distribution defines the current knowledge of each node in the network:

Definition 4. A knowledge distribution κ for a set of nodes N is a function
κ : N → ℘(TΣ) assigning to each node n the set κ(n) of ground terms it knows.

A knowledge history assigns such a knowledge distribution to each time point
in the procedure:

Definition 5. Given a process F with an underlying structure time (F,→), a
knowledge history K for F is a function K : F → (N → ℘(TΣ)) that assigns
to each time point ϕ ∈ F a knowledge distribution. Furthermore, the function K
must be monotonic w.r.t. →, i.e., ϕi → ϕj ⇒ K(ϕi)(n) ⊆ K(ϕj)(n) for all n.

Intuitively, K(φ) denotes the knowledge of the different actors at the “end”
of time point φ; that is, it includes knowledge acquired at time point φ.

Notation. Under the usual assumption that an event e takes place at most once,
at time point φ, we write Ke for the knowledge distribution K(φ).

The initial knowledge of the nodes plays a key role. We denote by Kinit the
initial knowledge in a knowledge history K. Mathematically, this can be seen
as adding a new event init which takes place at a new time point φinit so that
init → φ for any other time point φ (in the run).
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Example 1. A possible initial knowledge of the ANP-C in Figure 1 could be

Kinit(U) = {image, ok}
Kinit(P ) = {Pb(C ),Pv(P ),Pb(P )}
Kinit(C) = {true, false,Pb(C ),Pv(C),Pb(P ), storedBio}.

For example, the computer initially knows a (pre-stored) biometric key of the
user. This history at time point φ9, after the event apply genCert to true, C, is:

Kapply...(U) = Kinit(U)
Kapply...(P ) = Kinit(P ) ∪ {bio(= fingerprint(image)), image, enc(bio,Pb(C ))}
Kapply...(C) = Kinit(C) ∪ {bio, enc(bio,Pb(C )), cert}.

4.2 PDL-CK

The procedure derivation logic with capabilities and knowledge (PDL-CK) mod-
ifies and extends PDL to reason not only about the temporal order of events,
but also of the participants’ knowledge at each point in time. To simplify the
exposition, in the rest of this paper we assume that we do not have “composite”
configurations. That is, any configuration is a single node.

The difference between PDL and PDL-CK is that PDL reasons about an
ANP A, whereas PDL-CK reasons about a pair ((A,C),K), where (A,C) is an
ANP-C and K is a knowledge history for A. (In practice, we are interested in
whether there exists a K such that Φ(K) holds for a given (A,C)).

Therefore, ep (the event e took place at p) and e1p → e2q (the event e1 took
place at p before e2 took place at q) are still atomic propositions in PDL-CK;
the difference is that the PDL-CK formulas also may include C and K. However,
the axioms in PDL are replaced with others to take also the capacities and the
knowledge into account.

Some generic PDL-CK axioms for global (bird’s-eye view) reasoning are given
in Table 1 (where we use the symbol =⇒ for logical implication). The axiom
Equality says that if p knows t1, and t1 and t2 are E-equivalent, then p must
also know t2. The axiom Send says that if p sends z, then p must have known
z before, and that nothing new was learnt anywhere as a result of performing
this action. The Receive axiom says that if p receives z, then: p knows z at
the end of this time point, that the only thing learnt globally during this time
point is that z learnt p, and the receive event must have been preceded by
the corresponding send event at some actor q. The axiom Learn says that if
p applies O to a term u to learn t, then p knows t at (the end of) this time
point, that p has the capability to perform O, that p knows u before, that
there are additional parameter values u1, . . . , un previously known by p so that
O(u, u1, . . . , un) =E t, and that the only thing learnt by performing this event
is that p learnt t. Likewise, Creation says that if you “generate” a new term
O(t1, . . . , tn), then you have learnt this new term, must have the capability O
and must know t1, . . . , tn earlier, and that the only new knowledge added is that
p has learnt the generated term. Finally, we add new axioms for test-and-branch.
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(Note that the nodes do not learn anything by taking a branch. We can encode
such knowledge by adding two new capabilities valid , inValid : Bool→ Flag and

transform a branch boolExp
true
99K e′ to e

true
99K apply valid to boolExp → e′, and

transforming boolExp
false
99K e′′ to e

false
99K apply inValid to boolExp → e′′.)

Equality ∀t1, t2, e, p. t1 =E t2 =⇒ t1 ∈ Ke(p) ⇔ t2 ∈ Ke(p)

Send send(z)p =⇒ p knows z before send(z)p ∧ nothingLearnt(send(z)p)

Receive receive(z)p =⇒ z ∈ Kreceive(z)(p) ∧ onlyLearnt(receive(z)p, z, p)

∧
(
∃q. send(z)q → receive(z)p

)
(apply O to u toLearn t)p

Learn =⇒ t ∈ K(apply O to u toLearn t)(p) ∧ O ∈ C(p)
∧ p knows u before (apply O to u toLearn t)p
∧ ∃ u1, . . . , un.

(
O(u, u1, . . . , un) =E t

∧ ∀1≤i≤n. p knows ui before (apply O to u toLearn t)p
)

∧ onlyLearnt((apply O to u toLearn t)p, t, p)

(apply O to t1, . . . , tn)p
Creation =⇒ O(t1, . . . , tn) ∈ K(apply O to t1,...,tn)(p) ∧ O ∈ C(p)

∧ ∀1≤i≤n. p knows ti before (apply O to t1, . . . , tn)p
∧ onlyLearnt((apply O to t1, . . . , tn)p, O(t1, . . . , tn), p)

Branch.True bExprp
true
99K eq =⇒ (eq =⇒ bExpr) ∧ nothingLearnt(bExprp)

Branch.False bExprp
false
99K eq =⇒ (eq =⇒ ¬bExpr) ∧ nothingLearnt(bExprp)

Table 1. PDL-CK Axioms.

The formulas p knows z before eq (p must know z before then localized
event eq takes place), onlyLearnt(eq, t, p) (the only knowledge added to the sys-
tem as a result of performing the event e is that p learnt t), and nothingLearnt(eq)
(nothing was learnt by performing the event e) are defined as follows:

p knows z before eq , z ∈ Kinit(p) ∨ ∃e′, r. (e′r → eq ∧ z ∈ Ke′(p))

onlyLearnt(eq, z, p) ,
∀x, r. x ∈ Ke(r) =⇒ (x =E z ∧ p = r) ∨ r knows x before eq

nothingLearnt(ep) , ∀t, q. t ∈ Ke(q) =⇒ q knows t before ep.

4.3 Examples

This section gives some small examples of reasoning with PDL-CK.
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Example 2. Figure 2 shows an ANP-C run where a computer CA sends a shared-
key encrypted message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ) to a smart card reader R which de-
crypts the message (e.g., to receive an update). The encrypted message is over-
heard/received by a Trojan virus T . The algebraic theory (Σ,E) of operations
is (a subset of) the one in Section 3.1. The run of this ANP-C is as follows:

skEnc(msg1,sk1) 

skEnc(msg1,sk1) 

apply skEnc to msg1 , sk1  

apply skDec to skEnc(msg1,sk1) toLearn msg1

CATR

0

1

2

3

4

R = {skDec}
T = {skEnc,skDec}

CA
= {skEnc}

𝕂init(CA) = {msg1,sk1}
𝕂init(T) = ∅
𝕂init(R) = {sk1}

Fig. 2. An actor-network run for updating information.

0. The computer CA creates the encrypted message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ).
1. CA sends the shared-key encrypted message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ).
2. The trojan virus T receives/overhears the message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ).
3. The smart card reader R receives the message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ).
4. R learns sk1 from the message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ) by applying the skDec ca-

pability with parameter sk1.

The desired property is that if R learns msg1 from the shared-key encrypted
message skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ), then initially R knows the shared key, sk1 ∈ Kinit(R),
and R can perform the shared-key decryption operation, skDec ∈ C(R):

(apply skDec to skEnc(msg1 , sk1 ) toLearn msg1 )R =⇒ skDec ∈ C(R) ∧ sk1 ∈ Kinit(R).

Example 3. An interesting property to prove about the ceremony in Fig. 1 is
that if a shared key is established between the phone and the bank, then:

– the bank initially knows U ’s biometric data: storedBio ∈ Kinit(C); and
– the biometric data of the user matches the biometric data stored by the

bank: compare(fingerPrint(image), storedBio).

That is, the formula to prove is:

(apply dec to enc(sk ,Pb(C )) toLearn sk)C
=⇒ storedBio ∈ Kinit(C) ∧ compare(fingerPrint(image), storedBio).

Our longer report [10] contains many more examples, including reasoning
about secrecy and authentication.
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5 Related Work

Most papers on ANP and PDL [5, 11, 12, 16] show how ANP and PDL can be
applied to reason about protocol runs, but do not use a dynamic representation
of the knowledge of the different actors, and do not differentiate between the
capabilities of different devices. Fiadeiro et al. [9] use ANP to describe a logic
for reasoning about the different states and state transitions of an actor network.
In this formalization, the different actors, interaction channels and knowledge
are static, whereas in our work, the knowledge of each actor evolves during the
execution of the run.

Basin et al. [3] use a node topology for the analysis of security protocols that
specifies the node’s capabilities, initial knowledge, honesty, and available commu-
nication channels. They group the different agents in three different groups based
on their capabilities and knowledge, i.e., honest, dishonest and restricted, but do
not distinguish between different types of restricted agents (human participants)
and their capabilities and knowledge. Their security ceremony formalization is
linked to the Tamarin tool, whereas our work is not yet linked to a tool.

Bella and Coles-Kemp [4] present a security ceremony model focused on the
human-computer interoperation, whereas our framework deals with the interac-
tions between different kinds of devices and humans, and we explicitly define
the different participants of the security ceremony (human and non-humans)
whereas they use a general model to represent the different actors.

Radke et al. [18] define an attacker model for security ceremonies in which
they use a recognize function to formalize human capabilities. In contrast to our
work, they do not focus on representing knowledge (explicitly).

Finally, Belfanz et al. [2] and Creese et al. [19] define different threat models
in different communications channels, but do not define the capabilities nor the
knowledge or the participants. We do not take into account channel features,
but we explicitly define the different participants and analyze a communication
process independently of the kind of channel used.

6 Concluding Remarks

Many different kinds of devices and humans, with different rights and capabil-
ities, participate in today’s security processes. We have therefore extended the
well-known and general model of security ceremonies by Meadows and Pavlovic
by explicitly representing the user-definable capabilities of each actor. We have
also defined a new logic, PDL-CK, to reason about our models. This logic allows
reasoning about the dynamically changing knowledge of the participants. We be-
lieve that this is the first formalism for security ceremonies that makes explicit
the different user-definable capabilities of the participants. PDL-CK allows us
to reason, for example, under what circumstances (i.e., initial knowledge and
capabilities) certain actions, such as decrypting a message, can be performed.

Much work remains. Like the work of Meadows and Pavlovic that we extend,
our model does not yet have an executable formal semantics, and hence no
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tool support. We should develop verification strategies and should apply our
methods on state-of-the-art applications. We should also consider non-monotonic
knowledge and dynamic node capabilities.
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